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Water power generation system which uses solar energy 
for the pumping up is presented. Solar engine is drived 
by the solar energy， pump is operated by the solar en-
gine and water is pumped up by operating the pump. 
Water is used to power generation immediately or after 
storage in the tank for a while. 
This device was ascertained in the model experiment. 
As the solar engine， stirling one was used. Three 
leaves rotary pump and pelton trubine were manufactured 
on trial. Moreover， tachogenerator， etc. were used as 
the generator. 
The generation of electric power is possible in the 
experiments. But， because of hand-made of pump and wa-
ter turbine， the individual efficiency in those equip-
ment is low. Thus the total efficiency also is low. 
However， the higher value of efficiency can be derived 
by improving those fab工ications.
It is effective to request the solar energy as the 
power source in pumping up power generation system from 
the present experiment. Present method is superior one 
in water power generation for the small output or the 
middling one. 








































Tabユe.l Principaユitem of 
modeユ-4 engine 
(80ユarengine Co.LTD) 
Type of engi問 ds岡Wk指ew田cerf側町tynptne el i |
Ir官官rdiameter 19.8mm of cylinder 
species ot gas Air 
ぬ.teof rotation 2000 rpm 




























(a) Series operation 
Fig.2 A Pユanof 3 leaves 
rotary pump 
Fig.3 Combination 81yle of pumps 








発電機としては定格 6V， 6 WのものおよびDCタコジェネレタ T8252 N 30 E 1 7V /1000 rpm 
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Buck~t 
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Mat~rial : aluminium 
Unit :mm 
Fig.4 Manufactured water turbine 
Sto悶gl?tank of watl?r 
Solar mergy 
Fig.5 Pumping-up power genera tion system used 
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F[ux Qp (cm3fsec) 
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Lift H (cm) 
Fig.6 Lift and effciency vs. 
f1ux in pump (Pump is 
connected to stir1ing 
engine) 
Fig.7 Rate of rotation vs. 
1ift in pump (Pump is 
connected to s七irユing
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o 10 15 20 25 
Load resistanctt of generator R (.n.) Load resistance of gttnerator R (.n) 
Fig.8 Ra七eof rota七ionof water Fig.9 Effciency of water 
七ubinevs. load resistance turbine vs.ユoad
of generator.(F1ux in a resistance of generator 
nozz1e i s 36 crf / s) 
に良好な値がえられるものと推察される。
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O 10 70ω90 
Flux Qw (cm'/sec) 
Fig .12 Ou tpu t of genera tOr vs. 


















Fig.1 Total effieiency vs. flux 
in water turbine 
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Fig.13 Rate of rotation vs. flux 
in water turbine 
Fig .14 Fresneユユenseand 
stirling engine 
Storage tank of water 
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Fig.15 Purnping-up power genera tion 
system used fresnelユense.










陽熱によ る動力化の候補エンジン にはいわゆるラン キンサイクル機関，ガスタ ービン，スターリン
Fig.17 Purnping-up power generation system used 
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